


June’s Last Wish - 1-Hour Supernatural Thriller/Love Story:  

LOGLINE: June's Last Wish is a 21st-century southern gothic spiritual thriller immersed in a metaphysical murder mystery, 

wrapped around a sweeping love story spanning time and space. Set in the odd coastal town of Mercifell, GA, Adalia June 

Burke is a woman struggling with a crisis of faith and identity.  Her perceptions of reality are challenged with the arrival of 

Edward Fray, a troubled drifter with claims of being guided by voices and led by visions.  Amidst a brutal heatwave, panic and 

fear take hold as three prominent locals are found dead in mysterious and macabre ways. Adding to the tension: rumors of 

tall shadows, occult involvement, and the reawakening of the PRESENCE... the lines between worlds begin to blur. As 

darkness descends upon Mercifell, June and Edward start to dig deeper into the ancient town's mystery and begin to 

remember their shared secret past, setting the stage for a final confrontation between good and evil on the physical, etheric 

and ethereal planes of existence. 

Jonas Elrod:  
Jonas Elrod is a southern writer and director who grew up in Georgia. His first documentary 
feature Wake Up follows Elrod's spiritual journey seeking answers to an unexplainable life 
event. Overnight, he began having a wide range of spontaneous metaphysical experiences: 
seeing spirits, hearing voices and having visions. After undergoing a series of medical tests 
(MRI, psychological evaluation, etc) and receiving a clean bill of health, he set out on a mission 
to understand what was happening to him. Elrod met with religious leaders, fringe scientists 
and modern day mystics to try to come to terms with what he refers to as a "gift/curse." Wake 
Up aired as the premier episode for OWN's Super Soul Sunday. Jonas and Oprah Winfrey co-
created the series In Deep Shift with Jonas Elrod (OWN) - an unflinching look at what it takes 
to walk a spiritual path. Now, Jonas steps into the narrative world with June’s Last Wish, a 
story inspired by his own life experience with the metaphysical realm. 


